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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Impact pile driving of steel piles in marine environments produces extremely high sound
levels in the water. It has been shown that current pile driving noise attenuation
techniques, such as bubble curtains and cofferdams, provide limited noise reduction
because significant noise is transmitted through the sediment into the water. Similarly,
the effectiveness of surrounding the pile in the water with a double walled steel tube was
shown in an earlier Washington State Department of Transportation study [1] to be
limited to approximately 10 dB because of the unconstrained propagation of Mach sound
waves [1-3] directly from the sediment into the water.

To address this problem, a double walled pile has been developed to decrease the total
noise transmitted into the water. The double walled pile consists of two concentric tubes
connected by a special driving shoe, with an air gap between the two tubes. The double
walled pile is driven into the sediment by using traditional equipment to strike the inner
tube only. The air gap between the inner and outer tube prevents the radial deformation
wave produced by the pile hammer from interacting with the water and the sediment. In
one embodiment of the double pile design the inner tube can be removed and repeatedly
reused.

This report discusses the design of the double wall pile and presents the results from
finite element modeling of the pile, scaled prototype testing, and full-scale field testing in
Commencement Bay, Puget Sound, Washington. The tests showed that the double walled
piles reduce the peak sound pressure over 20 dB relative to single walled piles at a range
of approximately 8 m. They also showed that, in contrast, only a 3- to 6-dB reduction is
obtained when a bubble curtain is used on a full-scale, single walled pile.

viii
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INTRODUCTION

Impact pile driving of steel piles in marine environments produces extremely high sound
levels in the water. It has been shown that not only are current noise attenuation
techniques costly to use, but they also provide limited noise reduction [4-7]. This is
because the noise from pile driving is transmitted through the sediment into the water [13]. In Reinhall and Dahl [1-3] we showed, using modeling and field data, that the primary
source of underwater sound from an impact driven pile is radial expansion of the pile as
the compression wave propagates down the pile after each strike. The radial expansion is
coupled to the compression wave through the Poisson’s ratio of steel. As discussed in
Reinhall and Dahl [1-3], the supersonic (with respect to the water) radial expansion wave
produces an acoustic field in the shape of an axisymmetric cone, or Mach cone. We
showed in Reinhall and Dahl [1-3] that the ability of any sound shield that surrounds the
pile only in the water (such as a bubble curtain or a surrounding double wall engagement)
to attenuate the sound in the water is limited by the fact that an upward moving Mach
sound wave is produced in the sediment and is transmitted into the water. To improve the
performance of bubble curtains and other noise shields in the water, the noise emanating
from the sediment into the water must also be attenuated. Figure 1 illustrates how sound
from the seabed leaks out from the sediment, limiting the effect of the surrounding
bubble curtain.

Figure 1: Illustration of how sound from the seabed is transmitted unhindered by a
sound shield surrounding the pile in the water, e.g., a bubble curtain.
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2.1

BACKGROUND
Marine Pile Driving

Steel pipe piles are a common aspect of deep foundations. Concrete piles are also often
used. Each has its advantages and disadvantages. In terms of underwater noise produced
during impact driving, it is known that for the same diameter, a concrete pile will produce
less noise [8]. The reason is twofold: a) concrete material has a lower Poisson’s ratio than
steel, and b) concrete piles are typically solid in cross-section. These two attributes result
in lower radial deformation of the pile per unit of axial deformation.

This is shown in Figure 2, and further described in Reinhall and Dahl [1-3]. The hammer
strike produces a compression wave in the pile and an associated radial displacement
motion because of the effect of Poisson’s ratio of the pile material.

Figure 2: Illustration of the radial displacement wave after a hammer strike.

The speed of the downward traveling radial displacement wave in the pile is higher than
the speed of sound in the water. This produces an acoustic field in the shape of an
axisymmetric cone, or Mach cone. Essential properties of the Mach cone were verified by
2

modeling and measurements in Reinhall and Dahl [1-3]. There are, of course, additional
contributions to the underwater noise field associated with pile vibrations. However, the
field associated with this Mach cone is the one that clearly dominates peak pressure, as
can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Acoustic pressure surface plots showing the acoustic radiation from the pile after 3, 6,
10, and 16 ms after impact by a pile hammer.

As the deformation wave reaches the bottom end of the pile (approximately 6 ms after
impact for a 100-ft pile), it is reflected upwards, since there is an impedance mismatch
between the pile and the sediment. This reflected wave in turn produces an upward
moving Mach cone.

The sound field associated with this upward moving cone

propagates up through the sediment and penetrates into the water. For a detailed
description, refer to the previous WSDOT report [1] and our papers [2,3].

3

2.2

Underwater Noise and the Environment

Underwater noise created by impact pile driving can reach peak sounds level in excess of
210 dB [8]. These levels have deleterious effects on local fauna [9-13]. Because of the
critical state of many animal populations, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and several
departments within the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, including the
Office of Protected Resources and the National Marine Fisheries Service, have instituted
national guidelines regulating underwater noise generation through strict permitting
procedures. These procedures are explained in detail on the Washington State
Department of Transportation and Office of Protected Resources websites [14,15].
Underwater noise thresholds are shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Underwater noise thresholds for Endangered Species Act and Marine Mammal
Protection Act listed species in the Pacific Northwest

MARBLED MURRELETS
(Diving Birds)
CETACEANS
(Whales, Porpoises)
PINNIPEDS
(Seals, Sea Lions)
FISH
(≥ 2 Grams)
FISH
(All Sizes)

2.3

Injury
Threshold

Non-Auditory
Injury Threshold

Disturbance
Threshold

202 dB SEL

208 dB SEL

N/A

180 dB RMS

N/A

160 dB RMS

190 dB RMS

N/A

160 dB RMS

N/A

150 dB RMS

187 dB SEL
206 dB Peak

Noise Attenuation Using a Sound Shield in the Water

As mentioned above, under typical conditions noise from pile driving is not effectively
reduced by simply surrounding the pile with a sound shield in the water, such as a bubble
curtain or a double walled shroud. Figure 4 shows an axisymmetric surface plot of the
total acoustic pressure at 5, 8, 11, 13 and 17 ms after impact of a 100-ft long, 30-in steel
pile with a perfect acoustic shield. It can be seen that the sound shield removes all the
noise produced by the part of the pile that is submerged in the water. A Mach cone is not
produced until the compression wave and the associated radial bulge reach the sediment
and leave the surrounding shield. The radial deformation in the pile and the apex of the
4

Mach cone, which is now contained within the sediment only, reach the bottom end of
the pile approximately 6 ms after impact for this particular pile length. As in the case for
the untreated pile, an upward moving Mach cone is produced after the first reflection of
the structural wave. Approximately 8 ms after impact, the upward moving structural
wave and the apex of the Mach cone reach the shield and the water-sediment interface.
The wave front is again propagating inside the acoustic shield, and the propagation of the
Mach cone is ceased. However, the upward moving Mach wave that was produced in the
sediment reaches the water-sediment after 8 ms and continues to propagate up into the
water.

Figure 4: Acoustic pressure surface plots showing the acoustic radiation from the pile with the
acoustic shield at 5, 8, 11, 13 and 17 ms after impact by a pile hammer.

The modeling results were confirmed by a full-scale field test (see [2] and the WSDOT
Report [1]). The difference between the peak pressure from an untreated pile and sound
shield covered pile was measured to be approximately 10 dB at an approximate range of
10 meters.

This and other research showed that without containing the sediment borne

noise, steel pipe piles cannot be installed without exceeding the established underwater
noise thresholds.

5

3

DOUBLE WALL PILE

Figure 5 shows the double pile as described in Dardis and Reinhall [16-19]. This double
pile concept was developed to combat the fact that a significant portion of the noise from
marine pile driving is transmitted through the sediment into the water. The pile consists
of two concentric pipes separated by an air gap and joined by a driving shoe designed to
provide a flexible and water tight connection between the inner and outer pipes. The
double pile assembly is driven into the sediment by striking the inner pile only. The air
gap between the inner and outer pile prevents the radial deformation wave that is
produced in the inner pile by the pile hammer strike from interacting with the water. The
outside pile is effectively decoupled from the noise emanating from the inner pile.

An air gap prevents the radial
expansion of the inner pile to
disturb the water

The piles are decoupled via a
flexible connection

Figure 5: Schematic of the double wall pile

6

Figure 6: Initial double pile finite element modelling

Finite element modelling was used to develop and fine-tune the double pile
configuration. Figure 6 contains axisymmetric contour plots produced by the analysis.
These plots show where the sound is initiated and how the sound propagates away from
the pile. Clearly the noise generation at the pile wall has been eliminated. The remaining
noise is created as the pile toe advances into the soil substrate. The upper left plot is a
snapshot in time right when the pile compression wave reaches the pile toe and begins to
be reflected back up the inner pile. The lower right plot shows the pile when the inner
pile wave has travelled back to the pile toe.

Another key feature of this design is that traditional pile installation methods are
maintained. It was determined during our early concept exploration that preservation of

7

the industry’s capital equipment would be essential if the design would be used in wide
scale practice.

3.1

Subscale Field Test

To explore the double pile concept, 3-inch-diameter aluminium piles and 3-inch-diameter
steel piles were constructed. The small scale was chosen to minimize cost and maximize
handling.

Initial testing was completed in air. The research team soon discovered that in air, noise
was challenging to record because of the low pile noise to ambient noise ratio. The next
series of experiments was conducted by using a hydrophone with the pile toe submerged
in a large container filled with water.

The latter method produced promising results. These results encouraged the research
team to create a dedicated subscale testing facility in a local body of water. Six inch
diameter piles were designed and built. These piles were used to validate the results
discovered during the testing of 3-inch-diameter piles. Figure 7 shows more detailed
finite element modelling of the design. Additional information can be found in Dardis
and Reinhall [16,18].

8

Figure 7: Finite element modelling of the 6-inch double pile

The two piles were held concentrically to one another by placing a foam spacer in the
annulus between the two pipes. This prevented any pile to pile contact during driving.

3.1.1 Design/Build of Sub-Scale Piles
To validate the finite modelling, subscale piles were constructed for testing. The piles
consisted of a single wall control pile with pile shoe and a double wall test pile with a
shoe designed to provide a flexible coupling and a watertight seal. The control pile and
the outer pile of the double wall had an outside diameter of 6 5/8 inch and a wall
thickness of 0.280 inch. The outside diameter of the inner pile was 5 9/16 inch with a
wall thickness of 0.258 inch.

3.1.2 Sub-Scale Pile Installation
An impact hammer was constructed adjacent to a dock in a local lake. The hammer
consisted of a mass and a guide rod. The mass was elevated above the pile with a hand

9

operated winch. The guide rod was used to ensure that the mass struck the top of the pile
in a consistent manner. Figure 8 shows the pile being readied for impact.

Figure 8: A subscale pile being prepared for testing

Acoustic monitoring was done with a single Aquarian H2a hydrophone. The hydrophone
signal was recorded and processed with Audacity and MATLAB software, respectively.
Both were loaded onto a typical laptop computer. The hydrophone was located 10 m
from the test pile. The drop height of the mass was set so that the single pile signal was
near saturation.

3.1.3 Test Results
Testing matched computational models, and the double pile provided a signal 20 dB
lower than the single wall pile. This is shown in figures 9 and 10 and documented in
Dardis and Reinhall [16].

10

Figure 9: p(t) plots comparing a single wall pile (top) and a double wall pile (bottom)

Figure 10: p(t) pile signals overlaid and magnified

11

3.2 Full-Scale Field Test
After the success of the sub-scale test, modeling and development of double walled and
mandrel piles were completed to support a full-scale field test.

Figure 11: Delmag D46 Impact hammer being set to the control pile

12

The acoustic radiation from a regular single wall pile and the double wall pile was
investigated by using dynamic axisymmetric finite element modeling using an implicit
finite element code (Comsol Multiphysics). The model was made to be consistent with
the piles used in our full-scale test in Commencement Bay in Puget Sound, Washington.
The outer diameter of the single wall control pile was 30 inch with a wall thickness of
0.75 inch. Figure 11 shows the installation of this pile. The outer and inner piles in the
double wall pile had an outer diameter of 30 inch and 24 inch, respectively. The wall
thickness of the outer pile was 0.75 inch. The wall thickness of the inner pile was 0.625
inch. The length of the piles was 80 ft.

A domain of water and sediment of 10 m in radius was included in the finite element
model. Reflections from the boundaries of the truncated domain were effectively
prevented by using non-reflecting boundary conditions.

The pressure, p(t), resulting from the impact between the hammer weight and the pile was
approximated by p(t) = 2.1 108 exp(-t/) Pa, where t is time after impact in seconds and
the time constant  is equal to 0.004s [1,2]. The water and air sound speeds, cw, ca, were
set to 1485 m/s and 340 m/s, respectively, and the sediment was modelled as a fluid with
sound speed, cs, equal to 1625 m/s.
Figure 12 shows the sound field around a regular single wall pile and our double wall pile
for different times after hammer strike. It can be seen that high intensity Mach sound
waves created by the deformation wave in the single pile are not present in the double
pile. The only significant sound source of the double pile is the pile shoe. This sound
cannot be removed from the system because the pile toe must move in order for the pile
to advance in the soil. This movement creates noise. The benefit of a localized noise
source is that the sound waves decay more rapidly with distance travelled.

Because of the absence of high intensity Mach waves, our model yielded a reduction of
the peak pressure in the water in excess of 20 dB in comparison to the regular pile.

13

Figure 12: Acoustic pressure surface plots showing the acoustic radiation from the single pile
(top) and the double pile (bottom) at 3 ms, 6 ms, 10 ms, and 16 ms after impact by a pile hammer.

3.2.1 Design for Minimum Cost Solution
The double pile solution can be realized in three different forms: Double Pile, Filled
Double Pile, and Mandrel Double Pile. These are simplistically shown in Figure 13.
Briefly stated, the advantages of each configuration are as follows:
Double Pile
 Simple
 Fast installation
Filled Double Pile
 Fast installation
 Higher strength/stiffness
14

Mandrel Pile
 Reusable inner pile
 Single wall construction

Figure 13: Double pile (left), filled double pile (center), mandrel double pile (right)

3.2.2 Design/Build of Full-Scale Piles
As described above, sub-scale and full-scale test piles were developed. Each of the
completed piles consists of similar components: a shoe that helps to attenuate sound
through the bottom substrate; a stem that affixes the shoe to two short sections of pipe
(inner and outer) to facilitate welding to full length pipes; spacers to maintain separation
between the inner and outer pipes; and welding of the stem to the full length pipes to
form the complete double walled or Mandrel piles. Each of these components and the
sequence of building the piles are described below.

15

3.2.2.1 Shoe
The design of the shoe for the double pile and the mandrel double pile incorporates as
many common parts as possible. The assembly consists of a combination of machined
steel, rolled pipe, and rubber parts. The inner shell parts were welded together to create
an assembly. Similarly, the outer shell parts were welded together to create an assembly.
The two shell assemblies were then mated with the rubber parts, which served as seals,
spacers, and springs. Last, the shoe chisel was welded to the inner shell, creating a
complete shoe assembly [20].

Figure 14 shows the completed shoe before being attached to the pipe.

Figure 14: Complete double pile shoe

3.2.2.2 Stem
The pile shoe was then welded to short sections of pipe to create a ‘stem’ (see Figure 15).
The double pile shoe was attached to two sections of pipe, while the mandrel double pile
was attached to only the outer section of pipe. The mandrel end was welded to the end of
a section of pipe to form the ‘stem’ of the mandrel. The alignment between the pile shoe

16

and the pipe is critical. To ensure this, an alignment jig was designed and used during
fabrication of the stem.

Figure 15: Double pile stem as delivered to Orion Marine

3.2.2.3 Complete Pile
Orion Marine was contracted to complete the final fabrication of the piles. The pile stems
were delivered to Orion Marine in 40-foot sections. During this fabrication Orion Marine
attached pile spacers, as shown in Figure 16. These spacers provided insurance that there
would be no pile to pile contact during driving.

17

Figure 16: Installation of pile spacers

A traditional pile splice bed was used to ensure pile straightness during the welding
process. A straightness requirement of 0.1 percent was used.

The mandrel was also delivered to Orion Marine as a 40-foot section and had the same
external dimensions as the inner pile of the double pile. Because the mandrel was
designed to be removed from the system after the outer pile has been driven, the end of
the mandrel was equipped with a reinforced toe that also served as a sealing surface to
18

prevent water intrusion. Figure 17 shows the mandrel. The mandrel was also equipped
with skids to facilitate installation. Figure 18 shows the complete piles ready to be
installed.

Figure 17: Mandrel before and after pile installation

19
Figure 18: Full-scale double pile and mandrel double piles before installation

3.2.3 Test Preparation
This section will briefly describe the full-scale test site (location, considerations for
choosing the site and site characteristics) and acoustic monitoring planned for the test.
3.2.3.1 Test Location and Geotechnical Considerations
The test was located along the northeast shore of Commencement Bay in Tacoma,
Washington, as indicated by Figure 19.

Figure 19: Commencement Bay test site

This location was chosen because it was not a site for other construction activities
(allowing for clearer acoustic monitoring); it had a limited depth to the bearing soil layer
(allowing for relatively short test pile length); and it provided a water depth of
approximately 10 m at the test piles (allowing for uninterrupted noise transmission).
Figure 20 shows the tidal level as a function of time during the days of testing and
demonstrates sufficient water depth during the test activities. Figure 21 provides an
overview of the site-specific bathymetry. In addition, the site was chosen to represent soft
substrate conditions, which are prevalent throughout the region. Boring log data indicated
extremely soft material to 26 feet and till from 26 to 46 feet. Additional testing in
significant denser glacial tills will be conducted in Puget Sound at the Vashon Island
ferry terminal in November, 2015.
20

Figure 20: Tidal level on the date of the test

Figure 21: Bathymetry at the test site.
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3.2.3.2 Acoustic Monitoring Plan
A previous report from the University of Washington, Applied Physics Lab, is found in
the Appendix. This report provides a detailed summary of the acoustic monitoring plan
and the results from the test. Figure 22 provides an overview of the location of the
vertical line array and the individual hydrophones used in the monitoring. Figures 23 and
24 show areal views of the actual monitoring locations relative to the barge.

Figure 22: Locations of the hydrophones

Figure 23: Placement of the near-field hydrophones
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Figure 24: Placement of the far-field hydrophones

3.2.4 Full-Scale Pile Installation
The piles were installed by using a standard D46 hammer without the use of special
equipment. Figures 25 and 26 depict the lofting and installation of the piles. Figure 27
shows the double pile and the control pile fully installed. The top end of the piles were
driven to a few feet above the water level. No bearing capacity was specified due to the
soft sediment and limited length of the piles (80 ft).

Figure 25: Day of testing
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Figure 26: Lofting of the double pile

Figure 27: Control pile and double pile after driving

24

3.2.5 Test Results
During the installation of the piles, monitoring of the underwater noise was ongoing. The
following figures provide a summary of the monitoring results from the full-scale field
test.

Figure 28 shows a typical pressure recording of the sound from the control pile (red) and
from the double wall pile (black) taken with the second lowest situated hydrophones in
the VLA. A dramatic decrease in the peak pressure can be seen.

Figure 28: A typical pressure recording after a hammer strike measured at an
8-m distance from the control pile (red) and the double pile (black).

Figure 29 summarizes the results for underwater noise reduction in terms of SEL, RMS,
and Peak pressure for the double wall test pile and the mandrel test pile relative to the
control pile. It can be seen that the attenuation levels were significantly higher with the
double wall pile and the mandrel pile over a conventional bubble curtain. A reduction of
the peak pressure in excess of 21 dB was observed with the double and the mandrel piles,
while the reduction using a bubble curtain was measured to be approximately only 6 dB.
The RMS and SEL levels showed > 19 dB and >17 dB reduction, respectively.

25

Figure 29: Summary of the results of the acoustic measurements in dB

In comparison to existing biological thresholds that currently inform the regulations of
underwater noise related to the disturbance and potential injury to sensitive species, the
noise generated by the impact installation of the test piles largely fell below them.

Table 2 summarizes the measured noise levels at a range of approximately 8 meters in
comparison to established biological thresholds. The black numbers indicate measured
sounds levels that are below most thresholds and therefore avoid associated impacts to
sensitive species. The red numbers indicate sound levels that are above one or more of
the established thresholds (orange shading). It can be seen that the double wall and the
mandrel pile only exceed the RMS disturbance threshold for cetacean/pinniped species. It
can also be seen that the sound levels associated with the control are high enough to
exceed all thresholds established for fish, cetacean injury, cetacean/pinniped disturbance,
and pinniped injury.

26

Table 2: Table of measured values at 8m vs. thresholds

Another advantage associated with the noise reduction provided by the double pile is a
decrease in the size of the required monitoring zone to avoid harassment and injury to
sensitive marine wildlife. The noise levels for the double pile at 8 m were below National
Marine Fisheries Service injury thresholds for all species and below disturbance
thresholds for all but cetaceans and pinnipeds. The area potentially ensonified to a sound
level exceeding the disturbance thresholds, i.e., the monitoring zone for disturbance for
those species, shrunk dramatically, as shown in Figure 30. Whereas the approximate
radius of the monitoring zone for the control pile (red) was 2.8 km and that for the double
wall piles (yellow) was only 150 m. This smaller zone presents a concomitant reduction
in the probability that sensitive species will occur inside this smaller area, which in turn
means less risk of potential disturbance to marine species and less potential for work
stoppage.
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Figure 30: Comparison of monitoring zones.
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Measurement of Impact Pile Driving Noise from
Prototype Piles in Commencement Bay, Tacoma,
Washington
Peter H. Dahl, Per G. Reinhall, Tim Dardis, Jim Laughlin, Dave Marver, Alex Soleway and Dara
Farrell

University of Washington, Seattle

Executive Summary
Underwater noise measurements for the purpose of evaluating the noise reduction performance of two
new pile designs from the University of Washington were conducted on October 29‐30, 2014 in
Commencement Bay in cooperation with the Washington State Department of Transportation and Port
of Tacoma.
Measurements of the underwater noise from impact pile driving were first made using a standard, 30‐
inch pile (October 29th) followed by measurements on two reduced‐noise pile designs both involving 30
inch piles; one a double‐walled prototype (October 29th) and the other double‐walled mandrel
prototype (October 30th).
Measurements were made at a range of 8 to 8. 5 m from the piles using a 9‐element vertical line array
(VLA) and at two remote locations, at 122 m and 502 m (October 29th) and at 135 m and 535 m (October
30th). The underwater sound metrics used for comparison were the peak (absolute value) pressure
(PEAK) in dB re 1 Pa, the root mean square pressure over time period covering 90% of pulse energy
(RMS) in dB re 1 Pa, the Sound Exposure Level (SEL) in dB re 1 Pa2‐sec. Of these metrics, SEL is the
most robust and noise reduction of approximately 18 dB is observed. Higher levels of reduction in the
PEAK (21‐23 dB) were observed at the VLA site but not at the distant sites. The reduction occurred over
a broad frequency range (Appendix A) and was not frequency selective.
In terms of permitting, On October 29th a total of 185 pile strikes were made. At the remote range of
122 m the cSEL was determined to be 183 dB re 1 Pa2 sec, based on computation of the single SELs for
all strikes (Appendix B). Based on the modeling the estimated range to the 187 dB cSEL isopleth was
approximately 60 m. On October 30th, there were a total of 70 strikes of much lower energy level
(because unmitigated control pile was not used) and cSEL was estimated to be 184 dB re 1 Pa2 sec at
range of about 8 m, setting the 187 dB cSEL isopleth range to be less than 10 m.

I. Introduction
This reporrt summarize
es the results of underwate
er noise meassurements fo
or the purposee of evaluatin
ng the
noise redu
uction perforrmance of two
o new pile de
esigns from thhe University of Washingto
on as part of a
research effort
e
funded
d by the Wash
hington State Department of Transporttation and FHWA.
The Port of
o Tacoma haas joined the research
r
effo
ort by identifyying a test sitee in Commencement Bay ((Fig.
1) for field
d testing and assisting with
h the permit process. Testts were conducted on Octtober 29‐30, 2
2014.
The tests are divided in
nto three bassic phases the
e first two connducted on O
October 29th aand the third
th
phase on October 30 :
(1) A standard 30‐‐inch diamete
er steel pile as the control pile (CP). Du
uring the first part of this ttest
an
n industry staandard uncon
nfined bubble
e curtain was cycled on and
d off to also measure the
noise reduction efficiency of
o the bubble curtain.
(2) Te
est Pile 1: A 30‐inch
3
diame
eter steel dou
uble‐walled p rototype pilee (DWP)
(3) Te
est Pile 2: A 30‐inch
3
diame
eter steel dou
uble‐walled p rototype man
ndrel pile (MP
P)
Additionaal details relatting to the three phases arre given in Seec. IV.

Figure 1. Vicinity map
p of Prototyp
pe Pile Test Project
P
in Co
ommenceme
ent Bay (blue
e shaded area
a).

II. Fixed Underwater
U
Acoustic
A
Meaasurement Lo
ocations and
d Geometry

Underwatter acoustic measurement
m
ts were made
e at three locaations designed to measurre underwateer
sound ove
er an unobstrructed propaagation path between
b
pile source and aacoustic receiver. The firstt was
a 9‐eleme
ent vertical lin
ne array (VLA) with hydrop
phone separaation of 0.7 m
m. Hydrophon
ne sensitivity was
determine
ed for each hydrophone and accounted
d for separateely with averaage being ‐20
06 dB re 1 V/
Pa.
This syste
em recorded with
w a single hydrophone
h
sampling
s
freqquency of 625500 Hz. The position of th
he
VLA with respect to the three test piles
p
and bargge complex is sketched in FFig. 2, photographs of thee
three pile
es made in sho
ortly after tessting on October 30th are sshown in Figss. 3a and 3b. The relativee
position of
o the 9 hydro
ophones within the water column is shoown in Fig. 4.

Figure 2. Position of the
t VLA with
h respect to the
t three tes
st piles and b
barge comple
ex.

Figure 3a
a. Photograp
ph made on October
O
30th of the 3 pile
es shown in o
order of nearest to farthe
est:
Mandrel Pile,
P
Double Pile and Con
ntrol Pile. Bu
uoy marker o
on left shows
s approximate position o
of the
VLA.

Figure 3b
b. Photograp
ph made on October
O
30th of the 3 pile
es shown in o
order of nearest to farthe
est:
Mandrel Pile,
P
Double Pile and Con
ntrol Pile. Th
he VLA, now under tensio
on is shown on the left w
while
its range from the pile
es is measurred.

Figure 4. Position of the
t 9 hydrop
phones on th
he VLA with rrespect to de
epth. Note th
his relation
changes according to
o tidal condittions. Tidal elevation
e
090
00-0930, 30 O
October is similar to thatt at
1300 29 October.
O

The otherr two measurements were
e made at rem
mote sites witth ranges nom
minally at 100
0 m (Fig 5), an
nd
500 m (Figg. 6) from the
e pile. Precise
e range depended on deplloyment cond
ditions and fo
or measuremeents
on Octobe
er 29th these ranges were 122 m and 50
02 m, respecttively (applyin
ng to both Co
ontrol Pile and
d
th
Double Wall
W Pile). For the measure
ements on October 30 thee ranges from
m the pile sou
urce were 135
5m
and 517 m,
m applying to
o the Mandre
el Pile tests he
eld that day.
At both re
emote sites measurement
m
s were made with an autoonomous reco
ording system
m (Loggerhead
d
Systems) with hydroph
hone sensitiviity equal to ‐2
206 dB re 1 V
V/Pa, sampling frequencyy equal to 500
000
m system waas deployed 1 m off the boottom mounted on the trip
pod as shown
n in
Hz. The closer (~ 100 m)
Fig. 7, and
d the farther (~500 m) systtem was deplloyed over‐thhe‐side of thee work vessel operated by
Citizens fo
or Healthy Ba
ay at depth 10
0 m, while the
e vessel was aanchored on site.

Figure 5. Notional position of the 100 m hydro
ophone with respect to th
he pile sourc
ces (see textt for
exact dep
ployment ran
nge from pile
es.)

Figure 6. Notional position of the 500 m hydro
ophone with respect to th
he pile sourc
ces (see textt for
exact ran
nge from pile
es.)

Figure 7. System dep
ployed at notional 100 m range (see te
ext for exactt range from piles). Deptths
for the th
hree key mea
asurements are
a shown.

A 4th measurement loccation was used to obtain real‐time estiimates of und
derwater sou
und levels. Att this
e are forgoingg interpretatio
on of measurrements from
m this location
n because of
stage of the report, we
ambiguities relating to
o the sound paath between pile source a nd acoustic rreceiver as shown in Figuree 8.
This path would have necessarily
n
be
een under the
e barge wouldd differ depending on pilee test.
Furthermore the 3 ft. drop
d
in waterr level betwee
en 1300 and 11500 on Octo
ober 29th further complicattes
interpretaation because
e a larger fracction of the water
w
column is blocked.

Figure 8. Showing po
otential issue
es relating to
o the underw
water sound measuremen
nts taken ov
verthe-side of
o the Crane Barge at the
e approximatte location g
given by the rred arrow he
ead. The cra
ane
barge exttends beyond the brown-colored area as shown by the dotted
d lines. The draft of the
barge sig
gnificantly influences und
derwater sou
und propaga
ation in the d
direction of th
he red arrow
w. The
influence
e depends on
n the particular pile unde
er test.

III. Gene
eral Environm
mental Condittions and Water Sound Sp
peed

Condition
ns were generrally ideal for the measure
ements as ind icated by calm
m sea surfacee conditions
shown in Figs. 9a and 9b.
9
Water te
emperature measured
m
at tthe bottom aat the ~100 m site from thee
od (Fig. 7), an
nd on the VLA
A (Fig. 4) was 12o C. A souund speed meeasuring devicce (YSI) was
mini‐tripo
deployed from the Citiizens for Heallthy Bay, altho
ough this wass unfortunateely not recoveered. Howevver
ngs and the saalinity measurrements mad
de in Commen
ncement Bay in
based on the temperatture recordin
2013, we can estimate
e sound speed
d at 1490 m/ss.

Figure 9. Photograp
phs: Top (a) looking out from
f
the site
e and, bottom
m (b) looking
g towards the
e pile
source, both
b
docume
enting the ca
alm sea surfa
ace condition
ns in effect d
during the me
easurements
s.

IV. Basicc sequence off Events

For measurement phase 1 on October 29th involving the control pile commencing approximately 12:18
pm, the basic sequence was as follows:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

A single “deadblow” defined as impacting the pile with weight of the hammer only, without
additional energy supplied to the hammer.
A series of strikes during which the hammer fuel setting was changed from 1 to 4 (involving
settings 1‐2‐3‐4) and bubble curtain activation was either on or off. This series started
about 10 min after the deadblow.
A final series of strikes during which hammer fuel setting was at maximum = 4. This series
started about 24 min. after sequence (ii).

The complete record involving the control pile is shown in Fig. 10 (showing just channel 9 for simplicity)
with exception of the single “deadblow” that occurred at approximately 12:20 pm. Data from sequence
(ii) measured by channel 9 of the VLA is shown in upper figure and sequence (iii) in the lower figure (no
strikes occurred within the 2‐minute gap of the upper and lower figures.)
At the time of the writing of this draft report, the meta data required to establish the precise actions
and their timing during sequence (ii) relating to changes in fuel settings and the bubble curtain, is not
available. These changes modulated the peak pressure by approximately 10 dB (e.g., as shown in Fig.
11). Thus, for purposes of comparison between the control pile and the test pile we will only show
results from the deadblow and sequence (iii).

Figure 10
0. Pressure recording
r
fro
om channel 9 (lowest cha
annel) of the
e VLA for serries of hamm
mer
strikes made
m
on the control
c
pile on
o October 29
2 th. Upper p
plot shows period during
g which the
hammer fuel
f
setting was
w changed
d and/or the bubble curta
ain was activ
vated and de
eactivated. Lo
ower
plot show
ws final set of
o strikes durring which th
he hammer fu
uel setting w
was held con
nstant at settting =
4. Data are
a absolute pressure expressed in dB
d re 1 Pa.

Figure 11
1. Expanded
d view of the first 30 sec from
f
Fig. 10 (upper). NO
OTE: pressure is absolutte
pressure expressed in dB re 1 Pa,
P up to 10 dB
d changes a
are seen.

For measu
urement phasse 2 on Octob
ber 29th involvving the doubble wall test p
pile commenccing
approximately 14:18 pm,
p the basic sequence waas as follows:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

Two “dead
dblows” defin
ned as impactting the pile w
with weight o
of the hammeer only, without
additional energy supplied to the haammer.
A series off strikes durin
ng which the hammer
h
fuel setting was cchanged from
m 1 to 4 (invollving
settings 1‐‐2‐3‐4). No bubble curtain
n was involvedd. This seriess started abou
ut 3 min afterr the
deadblow..
A final seriies of strikes during which hammer fueel setting was at maximum
m = 4. This serries
constituted the last porrtion of seriess of strikes th at started with sequence (ii)

The comp
plete record in
nvolving the double
d
wall te
est pile is shoown in Fig. 122. Starting at approximateely
minute 4 (on the time scale of the figure)
f
fuel se
ettings were cchanged in an
n unknown m
manner and
c
the modulation
m
sh
hown in yellow
w shade. Thee blue shade d
denotes the p
period wheree fuel
duration causing
setting waas definitivelyy set to, and held
h at constaant setting = 44, and thus, o
only this segm
ment of data w
will
be used fo
or comparison between th
he control pile
e and the testt pile.

Figure 12
2. Pressure recording frrom channel 9 (lowest ch
hannel) of the
e VLA showiing all hamm
mer
th
strikes made
m
during double
d
wall pile
p test on October
O
29 . (No strikes
s occurred du
uring the perriod
between approximate
ely 2 and 3 min.)
m
Starting
g at approxim
mately minutte 4 on this s
scale fuel
settings were
w
change
ed in an unkn
nown manne
er and duratio
on causing tthe modulation shown in
n
yellow sh
hade. The blue shade de
enotes the pe
eriod where ffuel setting w
was definitiv
vely set to, an
nd
held at co
onstant setting = 4. NOT
TE: pressure
e is absolute
e pressure ex
xpressed in dB re 1 Pa..

For measu
urement phasse 3 on Octob
ber 30th involvving the manndrel test pile commencingg approximately
09:16 pm, the basic sequence was as
a follows:
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

Three “deaadblows” deffined as impacting the pilee with weight of the hamm
mer only, with
hout
additional energy supplied to the haammer.
ng which the hammer
h
fuel setting was cchanged from
m 1 to 4 (invollving
A series off strikes durin
settings 1‐‐2‐3‐4). No bubble curtain
n was involvedd. This seriess started abou
ut 1 min afterr the
deadblowss.
A final seriies of strikes during which hammer fueel setting was at maximum
m = 4. This serries
started about 2 min. aftter completio
on of with seqquence (ii)

The comp
plete record in
nvolving the double
d
wall te
est pile is shoown in Fig. 133. Note in this case we have
chosen to
o show the record as meassured at the remote site loocated 135 m from the pilee. The same
situation as regards to meta data exxists on Octob
ber 30th, and the changes made duringg the period
b the yellow
w shade canno
ot as yet be fu
urther interprreted. The blue shade den
notes the period
denoted by
where fue
el setting wass definitively set
s to, and he
eld at constannt setting = 4.. Thus, dataa from three
deadblow
ws, and the blue shaded area will be use
ed for compa rison betweeen the control pile and thee
mandrel test
t pile.

Figure 13
3. Pressure recording
r
fro
om the auton
nomous systtem at range
e 135 m on alll hammer sttrikes
made durring mandrel wall pile tes
st on Octobe
er 30th. Startting at appro
oximately min
nute 4.5 on this
and duration
scale fue
el settings we
ere changed in an unkno
own manner a
n causing the
e modulation
n
shown in
n yellow shad
de. The blue
e shade deno
otes the perio
od where fue
el setting wa
as definitively
y set
to and he
eld at consta
ant setting = 4.
4 NOTE: prressure is ab
bsolute pressure express
sed in dB re 1
Pa.

V. Comp
parisons betw
ween the Control and the Test
T Piles
Comparisons at the Ve
ertical Line Arrray (VLA)
Three sou
und metrics are computed from the aco
oustic measurrements for u
use in comparring the soun
nd
fields origginating from the control pile
p and the tw
wo test piles. The first is tthe peak presssure defined as
the maxim
mum absolute
e value of the
e pressure forr a given strikke, expressed in dB re 1 P
Pa. For examp
ple,
Figs. 10‐13 show some
e “quick look”” estimates off this metric.
The remaining two are
e Sound Expossure Level (SEEL) and RMS ppressure, deffined over thee time span
correspon
nding to 90% of the energyy of the receivved pulse as sshown in by tthe red segment in Fig. 14
4.
The RMS pressure and SEL are simp
ply related by the 90% eneergy time span
n, and an opeeration as sho
own
in Fig. 14 is done on evvery pressure time series associated
a
witth pile strike,, received on each hydrophone.
Figure 15 examples of PEAK, RMS and SEL as me
easured on chhannels 1 and
d 9 on the VLA
A, from contro
ol
pile (left column)
c
and the
t double wall test pile (rright column) ; these channels chosen tto give a
representtative picture of the shallo
owest (channe
el 1) and deeppest (channel 9) measurem
ment. The
shaded arreas in each case
c
denote the section of steady condiitions during which the haammer fuel seetting
equaled 4,
4 and over which averagess are made off the metrics comparison. For example, the blue sh
haded
area for the double waall test pile co
orresponds to
o the blue shaaded area in FFig. 12.

Figure 14
4. Illustrating
g the definition of the tim
me span corrresponding to 90% of the
e energy of a
broad band pulse. Th
he time span
n, red segme
ent in lower le
eft figure is d
determined b
by squaring and
integratin
ng the pulse in a cumulattive sense (u
upper left fig ure) after wh
hich the 0.05
5 –to- 0.95 en
nergy
time dura
ation is deterrmined. SEL
L is then com
mputed over tthis time durration as sho
own in right
panel.

The key re
esults from th
he testing on October 29th as measuredd at the VLA ssite are shown
n in Fig. 16. The
legend ide
entifies the th
hree metrics with
w color code. The metrrics as a functtion of depth
h for individuaal
strikes are
e shown by th
hinner lines of
o the same co
olor, with ressults from con
ntrol pile (CP)) distinguished
from the double
d
wall test pile (DW) by the solid and dashed tthick lines, resspectively, ussed to represeent
the linearr average (i.e
e, non‐decibel average) of the strike datta expressed in decibels.
Note thatt depths for th
he CP and DW
W cases differr for the Octoober 29th owin
ng to the 0.9 m tidal difference
between about 1 pm (CP) and 3 pm
m (DW). The individual stri ke data from the CP and D
DW are not
ble, however, the linear avverages are co
omparable. The difference in dB betw
ween the CP aand
comparab
DW for eaach hydropho
one, i.e., comparing hydrop
phone 1 withh 1, 9 with 9, eetc., is shown
n by the threee
columns of
o 9 numbers each represe
enting in orde
er left to rightt: SEL, RMS and PEAK.
Of the thrree metrics, PEAK
P
will typiccally have the
e highest variiance becausee it is literallyy based on on
ne
time samp
ple. In contraast, SEL is the
e most robustt measure beccause of its time‐integratio
on property. In
terms of the
t individuall strike data we
w generally observe
o
a higgher degree flluctuation in the PEAK datta
(red) and lower fluctuaation in SEL data (blue).
The row of
o larger numbers at the bo
ottom of the plot is as foll ows: for RMS and PEAK th
hese numberrs
are the avverage of the column of de
ecibel‐numbe
ers directly abbove which arre associated with each
channel. A true depth‐average of PEAK
P
is somew
what ill‐defineed, and this is also the casse for RMS for a
transient pulse. Howe
ever the averaage values as we have com
mputed them do representt the central
tendency of the noise reduction forr these metriccs.
For SEL th
he number (17
7.2 dB) represents the deccibel differen ce of the sum
m of time inteegrated squarred
pressuress (Fig. 14), ove
er all channels. This is the most robust estimate of n
noise reductio
on as it attem
mpts
to capture
e all the noise
e energy at le
east over the 5.6 m span off the VLA.

Figure 15
5. Channels
s 1 and 9 of th
he VLA corre
esponding to
o the Octobe
er 29th series of test, with
h
control pile
p data show
wn in left collumn and do
ouble wall tes
st pile data s
shown in righ
ht column. T
The
shaded areas
a
in each
h case denote
e the section
n of steady c
conditions du
uring which the hammer fuel
setting eq
qualed 4, and
d over which
h averages are
a made of P
Peak Pressurre, SEL and RMS pressu
ure,
for comp
parison. For example, the
e blue shade
ed area for th
he double wa
all test pile corresponds to
the blue shaded
s
area in Fig. 12. Note
N
the diffe
ering time sc
cales that refflect the last sequence o
of
strikes fo
or the control pile and a longer seque
ence of strike
es for the do
ouble wall pille with this
sequence
e ending with
h fuel setting
g 4.

Figure 16
6. Key resultts of the fuel-setting-4 tests made on
n the control pile (CP) and
d double wall
(DW) testt pile on Octo
ober 29th as measured att the VLA. Le
egend identiifies the thre
ee metrics an
nd
color cod
de with thicker solid line (CP) or dash
hed line (DW
W) showing th
he linear average over the
strikes. In
ndividual strrike data sho
own by thinne
er lines of sa
ame color (in
n some cases hidden by
thicker lin
ne). The thre
ee columns of
o numbers correspond
c
to the decibe
el difference
e in mean vallue
for the 9 hydrophone
es, with colum
mns going frrom left to rig
ght represen
nting SEL, RM
MS and PEAK.
Bottom ro
ow of larger numbers is the depth av
verage of eac
ch column fo
or PEAK and
d RMS. For S
SEL
the botto
om number is
s the differen
nce in depth integrated S
SEL as discussed in the ttext.

The VLA results
r
from October
O
30th testing
t
involving the Manddrel pile are shown in Figs.. 17 and 18. A
As
with the double
d
wall te
est pile, results in terms off estimating nnoise reductio
on are compaared with the
th
control pile measurem
ments made on October 29
9 . Figure 17 shows as sam
mple of the sttrikes measurred at
the VLA during fuel‐settting‐4 and Fiig. 18 is comp
pletely analoggous to Fig. 166.

Figure 17
7. Channels 1 and 9 of th
he VLA corre
esponding to
o the October 30th series of tests invo
olving
the mand
drel pile. This data is com
mpared with control pile data shown in left colum
mn of Fig. 15.
Data from
m shaded are
eas used in the
t comparis
son.

Figure 18
8. Key resultts of the fuel-setting-4 tests made on
n the control pile (CP) and
d Mandrel te
est
th
pile (MP) on October 30 as meas
sured at the VLA.
V
Legen
nd identifies tthe three me
etrics and co
olor
code with
h thicker solid line (CP) or
o dashed lin
ne (MP) show
wing the linea
ar average o
over the strik
kes.
Individua
al strike data shown by th
hinner lines of
o same colo
or (in some c
cases hidden
n by thicker lline).
The three
e columns off numbers co
orrespond to
o the decibel difference in
n mean value for the 9
hydropho
ones, with co
olumns going from left to
o right repres
senting SEL
L, RMS and P
PEAK. Bottom
row of larrger numberrs is the deptth average off each colum
mn for PEAK and RMS. F
For SEL the
bottom number is the
e difference in
i depth inte
egrated SEL a
as discussed
d in the text..

For contin
nuing to the remote
r
measu
urements it iss worthwhile to revisit thee two SEL reduction numbeers
17.2 dB fo
or the DW and 18.0 dB for the MP. The
e SEL data froom the VLA teest are shown
n below in Fig. 19
where now the horizon
ntal axis is sim
mply hydroph
hone number . As in Figs. 116 and 18, flu
uctuations in tthe
individuall strikes is evident (though
h less than the
e RMS and PEEAK metrics). Reasons for the slightly
greater de
egree of flucttuation for the MP tests arre possibly asssociated with
h leakage in a seal that allo
owed
water to enter
e
the space between the
t two piles.. However booth DW and M
MP settle into
o similar lineaar
averages over the strikkes (black squ
uares.) These
e averaged daata are then summed (in linear space) o
over
k
of depth‐‐integrated SEEL, with the d
decibel differeences shown.
the 9 hydrophones to represent a kind

Figure 19
9. SEL as a fu
unction of hy
ydrophone channel
c
for in
ndividual strrikes (thin blu
ue lines) for the
control pile
p (CP), dou
uble wall testt pile (DW) an
nd mandrel ttest pile (MP)). Black squ
uares denote
e the
linear ave
erage of individual strike
e SEL for eac
ch hydropho ne. These d
data are then
n summed ov
ver
all hydrophones (in liinear space) with the result decibel d
difference sh
hown for each test (17. 2 dB
for the DW
W test, and 18
1 dB for the
e MP test.

wo remote site
es
Comparisons at the tw
The resultts from Octob
ber 29th testin
ng as measure
ed at the twoo remote sitess are shown in Fig. 20, and
d
th
from the October
O
30 testing in Fig. 21.
Here the legend color code also ide
entifies the three metrics. Individual strrike data is in
ndicated by
a these corrrespond one
e‐to‐one with those measuured at the VLLA. The linear averages off the
asterisks and
strike data are shown by the closed
d squares for the
t control p ile (CP) on Occtober 29th, and open squaares
ouble wall pile
e (DW) and mandrel
m
pile (M
MP).
for the do
The rows of numbers are
a the decibe
el difference in mean valu es going from
m left to rightt: SEL, RMS and
ured at range, 122 m (lowe
er row) and 5502 m (upper row) for Octo
ober 29th, and
d
Peak, which are measu
ranges 13
35 m and 517 m for Octobe
er 30th.
We obserrve that the 17.2 dB value for difference
e in depth inttegrated SEL aat the VLA haas reduced to ~14
dB at rangge 122 m, the
en increased back
b
to at mo
ore consistentt 16 dB at ran
nge 502 m. TThe mandrel pile
test resultts, although necessarily
n
co
ompared with
h control pile test from thee day before, are very simiilar to

the double wall pile results insofar as
a we also ob
bserve a ~14 ddB at range 1135 m, which then increaseed
back to att more consisstent 16 dB att range 517 m.
m

Figure 20
0. Key resultts of the fuel-setting-4 tests made on
n the control pile (CP) and
d double wall
(DW) testt pile on Octo
ober 29th at the two remo
ote sites, ran
nge 122 m (1
1.4 m off the bottom) and
d
range 502
2 m (10 m me
easurement depth). Legend identifie
es the three m
metrics with closed squa
ares
(CP) or open squares
s (DW) showiing the linear average ov
ver the strike
es. Individual strike data
shown by
y asterisks and
a which co
orrespond on
ne-to-one witth those mea
asured at the
e VLA. The rrows
of numbe
ers correspo
ond to the decibel differen
nce in mean values going from left to
o right: SEL
L,
RMS and Peak, measured at rang
ge, 122 m (low
wer row) and
d 502 m (upp
per row).

Figure 21
1. Key results
s of the fuel--setting-4 tes
sts made on the control p
pile (CP) and
d Mandrel tes
st at
the two re
emote sites, range 135m
m (1.4 m off th
he bottom) a nd range 517
7 m (10 m measurement
depth). Legend
L
identtifies the thre
ee metrics with
w
closed sq
quares (CP) or open squ
uares (MP)
showing the linear av
verage over the
t strikes. In
ndividual strrike data sho
own by asterrisks and which
correspo
ond one-to-on
ne with those
e measured at the VLA. The rows off numbers co
orrespond to
o the
decibel difference
d
in mean values
s going from left to right:: SEL, RMS and Peak, m
measured at
range, 13
35 m (lower row)
r
and 517 m (upper ro
ow).

VI. Summ
mary of Unde
erwater Noise
e Attenuation
n Results
Table 1 be
elow summarrizes the results for underw
water noise rreduction perrformance forr the SEL, RMS and
Peak presssure metrics,, for the double wall test pile
p measuredd on Octoberr 29th (yellow shade) and
th
mandrel test
t pile meassured on Octo
ober 30 (gre
een shade), w
where in both
h cases the reeduction is rellative
to the con
ntrol pile meaasurements made
m
on Octo
ober 29th.
At first glaance it may se
eem curious that
t
for a give
en metric thee performance depends on
n the range
measured
d. For examp
ple, for the do
ouble wall tesst pile measu rement madee on October 29th, SEL
reduction
n was 17‐18 dB at the VLA, decreased to
o ~14 dB at thhe 122 m and
d 135 m sites, and then
increased to 16 dB at the
t 502 m and
d 535 m sitess.

Measurem
ment Range
SEL Reducction (dB)
RMS Redu
uction (dB)
PEAK Red
duction (dB)

VLA: 8‐8
8.5 m
17.2
18.0
19.1
20.7
21.2
23.2

Remotee 1: 122‐135 m
13.8
13.9
14.0
15.9
12.0
13.5

Remo
ote 2: 502‐535
5m
16.1
16.3
18.7
19.8
16.4
17.1

ction in decib
bels for the S
SEL, RMS an
nd peak pres
ssure metrics
s.
Table 1. Summary off noise reduc
Yellow sh
haded values
s are for dou
uble wall testt pile (Oct 29
9th test), and green shade
ed values are
e the
mandrel pile (Oct 30thh test). Sligh
htly differentt ranges app
ply to the rem
mote measure
ements mad
de on
October 29
2 th and 30th.

However, the field from
m impact pile
e driving is complex and sppatially varyin
ng. Figure 22 shows a notiional
ng with the approximate
field stren
ngth of a metric proportional to SEL from impact pilee driving, alon
bathymettry for the Taccoma site, and locations of the VLA andd two remotee measurements. The field is
produced using the parabolic wave equation and
d implementiing the phaseed Mach‐wavee approach
1
outlined in Reinhall and Dahl . An important chaaracteristic off this field is tthe spatially‐vvarying field sseen
reflecting from the surrface and botttom and adju
usting to the iincreasing depth. It is antiicipated that the
acoustic field
f
from a noise‐suppresssed pile will have
h
less of thhis characteriistic.
Therefore
e, at some rem
mote measurement locatio
ons it is possiible to measu
ure a reduced
d level of soun
nd
from impaact pile drivin
ng, in comparison with the
e level associaated with thatt from a noisee‐suppressed
d pile.
Such a loccation might be
b in the vicin
nity of 700 m at depth 10 m, which is o
one reason wee avoided thiss
range. Th
his might have
e also influenced the meassurements att range 122 m (and 135 m)).

Figure 22
2. Notional field strength
h in decibels for SEL (i.e. , proportiona
al to) from im
mpact pile drriving
based ap
pproximately bathymetry (white dashed line) for tthe Tacoma s
site and tidal conditions in
effect at 1300
1
on Octo
ober 29th. Th
he black marrks show app
proximate lo
ocations of th
he vertical lin
ne
array nea
ar range 8 m,, and the two
o remote mea
asurements at ranges 12
22 m and 502
2 m.

Appendixx A: Spectral Content of Sound
S
Exposure Level (SEEL)
Figure A1
1 shows the Sound Exposu
ure Level (SELL) as a functio
on of frequen
ncy for measu
urements maade
on the VLLA (channel 9). The results indicate thaat the reducttion of SEL m
measured for tthe two test cases
occurred over a broad
d range of frequencies without necessaarily being freequency selective.

1

Reinhall, P.G. and P. H. Dahl, “Underw
water Mach waave radiation frrom impact pille driving: Theo
ory and
on’, J. Acoust. Soc.
S Am., 130, Sep.
S 2011, pp. 1206‐1216.
observatio

Figure A1.
A Frequency
y distribution of SEL for the Control Pile and two
o test piles.

Appendixx B: Cumulative SEL (cSELL) for Octobe
er 29th and Occtober 30th
On October 29th there was a total of
o 185 strikes made as partt of the Contrrol Pile and th
he Double Waall
ng . At the remote range of
o 122 m the cSEL
c
is 183 dB
B re 1 Pa2 seec, based on ccomputation of
Pile testin
the single
e SELs for all the strikes sho
own below in
n Fig. B1. Therrefore, the 1887 dB cSEL iso
opleth radius was
th
less than 122 m on Octtober 29 . Based on the modeling
m
shoown in Fig. 22 we estimate the range to the
187 dB cSSEL isopleth as
a approximattely 60 m.
On October 30th, there
e was a total of
o 70 strikes involving the Mandrel pilee, which put th
68.3
he cSEL at 16
2
Pa sec at the
e 135 m remo
ote measurem
ment range. At the VLA siite, the typicaal single SEL o
on
dB re 1 P
channel 9 was 166 dB (see Fig. 18)). Assuming this
t value appplied to all 700 strikes, this puts the cSELL at
184 dB re 1 Pa2 sec att the VLA range of about 8 m. Therefoore the 187 dB
B cSEL isopletth radius wass less
th
than 10 m on October 30 .

Figure B1
1. History of all 185 strike
es made on October 29thh as measure
ed at range 122 m.

